
Going Deeper Retreat
February 23 - 27, 2023

Thank you for your interest in the Going Deeper retreat!

Mount Madonna has been offering this retreat for over 40 years. It offers a very special
experience, unique among our yoga retreats, in that it is the only one in which our teacher, Baba
Hari Dass, designed every aspect of the experience: practices of meditation & āsana (some
created especially for Going Deeper, such as the morning meditation); the cave-like
environment, and the diet.

We ask first-time participants, and those who have participated before, to review the information
below to ensure that all understand the nature of the program, and that it is the type of
experience that you are interested in.

Yoga Sādhana (practice):
● Sitting Practice: Meditation & prāṇāyāma (yogic breathing): The retreat contains

several hours of sitting practice daily, in twice-daily sessions:
o The morning practice is 3 ½ hours, comprising 5 different segments: 3 periods of

sitting practice, each 45-55 minutes, with 5-10 minutes of walking meditation in
between; a standing meditation; & a lying-down meditation to conclude.

o Late afternoon sādhana is less lengthy; about 1½ hours. It includes some other
elements, such as mantra and ritual.

o These periods are an immersion into practice, not a “class” experience –
although brief instruction will be given.

o For those not familiar with yogic breathing, the orientation will include instruction.
The sādhanas do not contain advanced practices.

● Early wake-up time: If one chooses to do the morning sādhana, wake-up is at 5:00 a.m.
to begin sitting at 6:00 a.m. 

● Twice daily Āsanas: Āsanas (postures) are offered twice a day, plus some simple
warm-ups before the morning Sādhana.

● Other practices: While emphasizing meditation & yogic breathing, this retreat also has
devotional elements:

o Evening Ārati: a ritual offering of symbolic elements of nature ,& of ourselves to
sacred image and to the Divine within. This is part of Afternoon/Early Evening
practice in the Seminar House (you may have attended Ārati at Sankaṭ Mochan
Hanumān Temple, yet Ārati in Going Deeper is within the program).

o Chanting of mantras from the Vedas and Kīrtan (devotional chanting)

o Forgiveness Āsanas: a series of Āsana postures accompanied by mantra and
prayer, in which negative qualities or obstacles are offered.

o Readings, poetry, and stories

It is an intense schedule of practice! Some wish to immerse themselves in the full program
as it was designed, with a conscious combination of elements intended to help us in turning



inward. However, each participant is free to choose whether to participate in all sessions, or
to choose those in which to engage

Some other elements:
● Our “Cave”: In the Seminar House, where the retreat takes place, we darken windows,

using only small lamps and candlelight indoors to create a "cave-like" atmosphere for our
internally focused practice. This is a discipline in which we don't go out into the sunlight
between sunrise and sunset (further explained in the Orientation). However, participants
may choose to go out for a walk in the forest, visit the grounds or the Temple, or rest –
whenever they like, or in break times.

● Practice of Silence: We observe vocal silence (except for chanting and singing), using
writing to communicate if needed. Paper pads & pens are provided.

● Prescribed Diet: We eat a special diet, with meals twice per day. It is quite nourishing,
yet lighter & easily digested. Participants tell us that they love the food and find more
than enough to be satisfied! It should be noted that this is a Yogic diet consisting of
vegetable soups, grains, dairy (yogurt, cottage cheese, ghee, & milk in the morning,
kheer, a rice porridge); fruits, and nuts (almonds & cashews, always offered separately).
Fruit, tea, & milks (dairy & non) are available at all times.
Note: Please let us know in advance about any allergies or restrictions: The diet will not
be changed, as it was prescribed by our teacher. Choices are provided.

As mentioned, one is entirely free to choose only those sessions that appeal to you. However,
we request that all participants observe the disciplines of the retreat while in the Seminar
House.

Some other factors to consider:
Lodging:

● Some participants like to be housed right in the Seminar Building, so that they can
completely immerse themselves, be woken by a wake-up bell, etc.

● Others may prefer more privacy, or a private bathroom (Seminar House has shared
housing and bath), or their own small cabin. They also don't mind being housed among
others – not participating in our small seclusion retreat – in order to have those features.

● Lodging is arranged with the Guest Services when one registers for the retreat.
● The program usually fills completely, and we begin a wait list.

Work-study:
● Work/study positions are available for this retreat, which can reduce your overall fees.

Work-study will consist of simple duties supporting this retreat. 

If you have any questions arising about any aspects of Going Deeper, work-study, etc. - I'd be
happy to help in either email or a phone conversation.
Please contact me at bhavanididi@gmail.com.

In peace,
Bhavani
for the Mount Madonna Yoga Teachers Faculty 
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